
Words and Their Origins

sandwich alfresco

marathon abacus

rugby guitar

pavlova lamington

penguin aqua
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A word for an instrument with a waisted body and four strings 
originating in Spain in the 16th century.

Named after the governor of Queensland, Baron Lamington, this is a 
cube of sponge cake coated in chocolate and desiccated coconut.

A snack named after the Earl of Sandwich, who was too busy to 
eat a proper meal.

A long race named after a place in ancient Greece. 

A compound word of two Welsh words which mean “head” and 
“white”. 

A Latin word meaning water.

Originating in Greece, it is a device used to calculate by moving 
balls or beads on a rod.

A meringue-based dessert named after a Russian ballerina. 

Named after a school in England, it is a game where you run 
with a ball. 

An Italian word meaning to be in the open air. 
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Words and Their Origins Answers
sandwich - A snack named after the Earl of Sandwich, who was too 

busy to eat a proper meal.

rugby - Named after a school in England, it is a game where you run 

with a ball. 

marathon - A long race named after a place in ancient Greece. 

pavlova - A meringue-based dessert named after a Russian ballerina. 

penguin - A compound word of two Welsh words which mean ‘head’ 

and ‘white’. 

alfresco - An Italian word meaning ‘to be in the open air’.

guitar - A word for an instrument with a waisted body and four strings 

originating in Spain in the 16th century.

abacus - Originating in Greece, it is a device used to calculate by 

moving balls or beads on a rod.

lamington - Named after the governor of Queensland, Baron 

Lamington, this is a cube of sponge cake coated in chocolate and 

desiccated coconut.

aqua - A Latin word meaning ‘water’.
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